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ABSTRACT

The report includes the basic knowledge of Internet & Electronic Commerce as
well as the offline and online Fastener Trading Trends. The background information of
the prototype company is introduced. Extensive analyses was conducted comprise of,
analysis and evaluation of the

Fastener Industry, Competitor Analysis, Marketing

Analysis, Five Forces Analysis, SWOT Analysis, and Total Customer Value Analysis.
The results of the analyses was used to determine the Marketing Mix Strategies of
Product, Price Place and Promotion Strategies, as well as Market Segmentation, Target
Market, and Market Positioning. The Website was designed and developed according to
the analyses findings and the online marketing strategies. The Web development plan
consists of 5 phases; Research, Site Content, Site Structure, Visual Design, Production
& Operation.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Objective

( 1)

To design and develop the company web site and its online business model
to be compatible with the company mission and objectives.

(2)

To be able to reach worldwide fasteners importers with multimedia
interactive communication media.

(3)

To introduce, promote and increase the company's brand awareness to
international fastener importers.

(4)
1.2

To introduce new product to existing customers via the company web site.

Scope
(1)

To apply the concept learnt in the Master Degree of Science in Internet and
E-Commerce Technology into a real practical concept.

(2)

The current study and analysis of Fasteners Industry, SWOT Analysis,
Competitors Analysis and Competitive Advantages.

(3)

Identifying the target market, market positioning, and conducting an
integrated marketing plan.

1.3

Deliverables

Project report and prototype of www.byi.co.th will be delivered for the final
project.
1.4

Internet and Electronic-Commerce

As we enter the second millennium, we experience one of the most important
changes in our lives - the move to an Internet based Society. The Internet is a large
network formed by the interconnected computer networks and individual computers all
over the world via the telecommunication systems such as phone lines, satellites, and
etc., Almost everything will be changed-at home, at work, at school or even in our
1

leisure activities. One of the most significant changes is in the manner of how we
conduct business as well as the management of the marketplace and commerce.
Nowadays, Internet is already changing the way that many companies conduct'
their business, As that influence grows, and more companies use the Internet, the
possibilities for conducting business to business commerce on the Internet will expand
greatly, and become more of a routine part of commerce than it is today./
Electronic Commerce describes the manner in which transactions take place over
networks, mostly on the Internet. It is the process of electronically buying and selling
products and services over the Internet. It also includes the marketing, advertising and
sales promotion. Electronic Commerce can be classified into two main categories,
which are the Business-to-Business (B2B) and the Business-to-Consumer (B2C). The
Business-to-Business (B2B) is the Electronic Trading where both the buyer and seller
are organizations while the Business-to-Consumer (B2C) is a situation where a business
is selling online to an individual consumer.
1.5

The Benefits of Electronic-Commerce to the Company

The following are the benefits to the company:
Electronic Commerce expands the marketplace to international markets. The
company can easily and quickly locate more customers, suppliers, and the most suitable
business partners worldwide.
Electronic Commerce decrease the cost of creating, processing, distributing, and
retrieving paper-based information as well as the costs of fax and telephone lines
between the company and the business partners.
Electronic Commerce has the ability to create the highly specialized business. For
example, Books, which can be purchased only in the Books Store in the physical world,
?J-re now sold in a specialized www.Amazon.com.
2

Electronic Commerce allows reduced inventories and overhead by facilitating
pull-type supply chain management. In a pull-type system, the process starts from the
customer orders and uses just-in-time manufacturing.
The pull-type processing enables extensive customization of products and
services, which provide competitive advantages to its implementers.
Electronic Commerce reduces the time between the outlay of the capital and the
receipt of products and services.
Electronic Commerce lowers the telecommunication cost.
Electronic Commerce enables the company to build up a customer database in
order to customize offers and services, which support both Traditional and Electronic
Commerce Models.
Electronic Commerce enables the company to advertise, promote and give special
offers directly to customers at low costs.
Electronic Commerce allows the company to receive direct feedback and
communication from the customers.
Electronic Commerce allows the company to service many customers at the same
time without additional costs.
Electronic Commerce provides other benefits including improved image,
improved customer service, new found business partners, simplified processes,
compressed cycle and delivery time, increased productivity, eliminating paper costs,
expediting access to information, reduced transportation costs, increased flexibility, and
disseminated information.
Electronic Commerce is able to pass the company out to thousands of fasteners
wholesalers and retailers around the world who have access to the Internet.

3

Electronic Commerce allows the company to be able to compete with large
compames.
Electronic Commerce reduce personnel cost by being able to answer frequently
asked questions (FAQ) to customers in real time on the Internet.
1.6

The Benefits of Electronic-Commerce to Existing Customers and Prospective

Importers Abroad
Electronic Commerce enables customers to shop or do business transactions 24
hours a day, all year round, from almost any location.
Electronic Commerce allows customers to receive relevant and detailed
information in seconds, rather than days or weeks.
Electronic Commerce enables customers to view, edit, change, and print out their
personal profile or shopping records any time at almost any location.
Electronic Commerce allows the company to react to the customers faster and
being more responsive than the competitors.
1. 7

Fasteners Trading Pattern
Fasteners Industry in Thailand has been developed from the family business into

the middle and large industry for more than 30 years ago. Fasteners Industry is a part of
Auto parts Industry which is one of the most important industries that effect the
country's economic development now. With the competitive advantages in term of
quality and skilled labor plus low wages fasteners products are thus in great demand.
The chance that the Thai's Manufacturers will meet foreign buyers is only by
exhibiting either in the country or abroad. The trading pattern is done directly at the fair.
After the buyers take a look at the goods exhibiting, they may ask for quotation to be
mailed to their office for consideration. The mailing time takes about a week or so. And
most of the correspondences are done either through fax or telephone, which cost a lot

4

and it takes approximately a month before the buyers decide to place an order. With
such long time and high communication cost, Thai' s manufacturers have a chance to
lose their customers to other developing countries that poses higher communication
technology such as Taiwan.
1.8

Fasteners Online

In this age of Information Technology, Electronic Commerce is being used with
increasing frequency for International Transactions, to the extent that a new age in
global economic relation has arrived, namely one in which Electronic Trade is the
leading strategy.
As part of the global trading system, the Fasteners Industry has no choice but to
accelerate its adaptation to this new approach as to explore this new channel which are
opening up and compete effectively through them.
For fasteners wholesalers and manufacturers, the Internet will eliminate the
influence of the intermediaries, and allow them to be able to conduct their business with
their retail customers directly online with lower cost offered. The business can be done
without the boundaries of geography or time. And the trading patterns are changed
from physical transaction to online transaction.
By seeing the unlimited opportunities that the Internet can offer, we, Bunyat
Industry 1998 Co., Ltd. who is an importer, exporter and manufacturer of good quality
products for Fasteners Industry such as Bolts and screws 'decided to open a company
web site under the name "www.byi.co.th" as another marketing channel to promote our
products to an International Markets and reach a large number of Fasteners Importers
worldwide
The web site would serve the demand of Online Fasteners Importers by providing
wide varieties & high quality of products and services over the Internet. The target
5

group of the web is Fasteners Importers who are the Internet Users. The business will be
provided for B2B (Business to Business) transactions rather than B2C (Business to
Consumer) as we aim to use the Internet as the Distribution Channel to boost the
fastener exporting value. The market positioning is Online Fastener Center for
Importers worldwide. Being the first mover and with the unique products and services,
we assure that our web site has special appeal in the market.
1.9

Market Trends
The Evolution of Vertical E-marketplaces

Today's vertical e-marketplaces are mere infants on the business maturity scale,
with most web site possessing less than eight months of transaction experience.
F arrester Research believes that the changing business rules will push these young Emarket places into a highly competitive race in which surviving web site must mature:
From isolated niche offerings
E-market places begin theii:Jives by providing a narrow range of targeted products
for a buyer base. Fair Market, for example, was launched as a web site where
electronics manufacturers and distributors could auction surplus electronic components
to resellers and system integrators. This highly focused effort enables online markets to
gain initial traction.
To Highly Interconnected One-stop Shops

Vertical E-market places will grow to provide a single access point for commerce
and information within an industry--combining multiple services like logistics,
payments, and credit with product offerings in real time. As an example, E-market place
participants purchasing containers of extruded plastic will be able to access specific
cargo insurance quotes in the midst of arranging logistics tailored to that order.
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Year 2001 to 2002: Racing to Establish Credibility
Over the next 12 to 18 months, e-marketplaces will continue their attack on
narrowly-scoped industry inefficiencies by focusing on simple themes:
Enhance Basic Commerce Platforms:
Firms will solidify their infrastructures to support one or two types of dynamic
transaction mechanisms--auction, bid, exchange, or aggregator--targeting specific
industry inefficiencies.
Sprint to Critical Mass:
Since no more than a few significant e-marketplaces will succeed in most
industries, e-marketplaces will do whatever it takes to establish themselves as one of the
long-term winners. Web sites will relentlessly woo key suppliers and sign ad hoc deals
with corporate buyers to quickly ramp sales volumes. In addition to the transaction
push, market makers will kick off intense marketing campaigns, requiring a large part of
their funds, to create images of success in publications like The Wall Street Journal.
Invent Unique Offerings:
E-marketplaces will actively create Net-based service offerings that participants
can't access offline. An example is being able to design and order your printed
stationery 24 hours a day.
Year 2001+: Building Value through Networks.
Beginning in year 2001, e-marketplaces will move beyond basic issues of critical
mass and begin reaching out, beyond their web sites, to integrate more intensely with
other product and service providers. Market makers that make it to this more evolved
stage will look to provide a broader set of capabilities to participants by:

7

Configuring Comprehensive Product/Service Bundles:
E-market places will fulfill customers' visions of one-stop shops by connecting the
process of product research information all the way through to trade settlement and
clearing--as part of one connected transaction process. These web sites will integrate
services like risk management, financing, and logistics into a single flow.
Weaving Together Marketplaces:
To deliver sophisticated configuration of products and services, Internet vertical
markets will seamlessly interconnect with other marketplaces. In this environment,
participants may enter one marketplace to perform one simple transaction process--like
putting their brochure needs up for bid--but will be led down an orchestrated path
through other interrelated web sites.
Establishing Real-time Measurements:
In a push for new revenue sources, E-marketplaces will cash in on the mass of
data streaming through their web sites--charging participants for analytic tools to access
data and then levying additional fees to massage the data to glean meaningful trends.
Look for dynamic pricing engines in commodities, like electronic components, which
will help buyers by analyzing current data trends to recommend whether a corporation
should put its request for microchips out for bid, buy at an auction, or simply buy stock
on a simple volume-discount plan.
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II.

2.1

THE EXISTING COMP ANY

Company Summary

Company Name:

BUNY AT INDUSTRY 1998 COMPANY LIMITED

Type of Business:

Manufacturers and Exporters of Fastener products such as
screws and bolts

Type of Products:

Screws and Bolts according to DIN (German Standard)
and ANSI (American standard) , Made to order products

Business Start Up Year:

1993

Office Address:

99/9 Moo 1 Tambon nadee Amphur muang Samutsakorn

Contact Person:

Mr. Sanya Kimlengchew

Current Market:

United States, Greece, Germany

Current Movement:

Consider

Electronic

Commerce

as

an

additional

distribution channel to enhance sales revenues and attract
more fastener importers
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. is a vertically integrated manufacturing
company engaged in manufacturing and selling good quality of Screws and Bolts
according to DIN (German Standard) and ANSI (American standard) and a large variety
of other fastener products.
i/The formula of containing the whole production chain in-house is one of the

important advantages contributing to our success. Bypassing the traditional structure of
producers and middlemen, we are able to keep strict quality and cost controls. / "
!

We employ in excess of 40 employees and operates through an fully integrated
factories located on Samutsakorn Province, producing between 150-200 tons of
fasteners products monthly.

9

We are very serious with the quality of our products by putting very strong QC
checking in all of the processes in the production line. Furthermore our technicians were
sent to Taiwan and Japan to get the high level training about fastener and are
acknowledged as the high level technician in the industry.

2.2

Company Philosophy
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. has a strong intention of manufacturing

and distributing a superior quality of fastener products that meets the international
standards in the reasonable price with an excellent service. With the company slogan of
"Punctuality and quality is our first concern", we are now continuously developing the
product quality and service to Excellency.

2.3

Exhibition and Reference Organization
BUNY AT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. will exhibit at the Fastener Fair Russia

2003 at Moskow, 26-69 Aug. 2003, Exhibition Center Olimpisky. We also exhibited in
Germany and UK in January of this year.
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. is the member of Thai Exporter by Department
of Export Promotion.

2.4

Customers, Markets
USA
USA Market rank second in the company market share of 35 percent and has the

positive trend of increasing every year. There is a continuing trend of importers to
pursue direct purchasing from the Asian manufacturers. A large percentage of these
orders have been routed through importers and wholesalers in the USA domestic market
but are now changing to direct orders on factories. Demand for low carbon steel
products has increased for medium price point items as a reaction to the stainless steel
products upward trend in the high-end market. There were several business failures in

10

2459
the retail, wholesale and manufacturing sectors in the past few years in the American
Market, and it is nice to note that the year 2000 shows general stabilization and the
beginnings of a strong recovery/ in this sector. There has been a redefining of power
among retailers and the emergence of new leaders in the market. Many large and
medium sized retailers have entered the E-Commerce market with very good result and
show much promise for future growth.
Europe:
The European market continues to show a slow but steady increase of the highest
company market share of 40 percent. The market trend is still remaining conservative
/

with emphasis on stainless steel products. There is also a certain demand of low carbon
steel products.
The Future:
The company is well positioned to service this growing market sector with its web
sites and E-Commerce projects. Forecasters predict that the fastener business will
experience explosive growth over the near term, especially in the Asia Pacific region
with its growing economies and population base of approximately 3 billion people. The
company has been able to capitalize on its exports to the western markets, thus avoiding
the effects of the Asian economic downturn. As part of our diversification plan, we are
working very hard to develop and to test our products. For market expansion, it is
planned to further develop existing customer relations; and specialized customer
services, as well as to aggressively expand into new mass distribution channels with
special emphasis on Europe market. These plans were surpassed in 1999 with all major
Europe customers more than doubling their order placement over those of 1998. In 1999
we surpassed our turnover and profit targets and increased our turnover particularly in

11

's

Europe. We are now positioned to become the major leading force in the manufacture
and export of fastener products worldwide.
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III.

3.1

CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS

Situation Analysis of Thai Fasteners Industry
Five Forces Analysis

Five Forces Anal;vsis

Tili'CJl Of

S1.tbstih1Le
pioduct'.>

Figure 3.1.

Michael Porter of Harvard's Five Forces Analysis.

As the Five-Force Analysis developed by Porter helps BUNYAT INDUSTRY
1998 CO., LTD. to contrast a competitive environment, that focus on the single,
strategic business or SBU (Strategic Business Unit) rather than a single product or range
of products. We then should take the Five Forces Analysis into consideration before
developing any marketing strategies. The Five Forces Analysis looks at five different
key areas which are the Threat of new entrants, Threats of buyer's bargaining power,
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Threats of supplier's bargaining power, the Threat of substitute products, and the Threat
of intense segment rivalry.
On next following pages, you will find the Five Forces Analysis Table of
BUNY AT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. which indicates the rating of low, medium and
high for each relevant characteristics in each individual dimension of analysis.

Table 3.1.

Five Forces Analysis -Threat of New Entrants.
High

Characteristics
Economic of Scale

*

Cost of Entry

*

Medium

Low

*

Ease of Access

*

Importance of Differentiation

From the table above, we can see that three out of four rated threats of new
entrants as high which may conclude that the business is quite difficult for new entrant
companies to survive. As the nature of fastener business require high amount of
investment in term of financial, productions, and human resources. Besides, it requires
person with special knowledge and experience of fastener industry. The economic of
scale is also a critical factor in entry. The small and medium companies can hardly take
advantage of it unless they are investing in large scale. Product differentiation is very
important as Thailand's competitive advantages over foreign competitors such as
Taiwan, China are the skilled labor with delicate workmanship and cheap labor costs.
While among the manufacturer themselves, the quality is the critical factors in product
differentiation.
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Table 3.2.

Five Forces Analysis - Threats of Buyer's Bargaining Power.
Characteristics

High

Medium

Volume of Purchase

Low

*

Buyer's knowledge about Suppliers Cost Structure

*

Importance of input to quality of buyer's final

*

product
Percentage of total buyers' cost spent on input

*

Price Sensitivity

*

Brand Identity

*

Switching Cost of Buyers

*

From the table above, we can conclude that the threats of buyer's bargaining
power are moderate to low since the larger quantity purchase doesn't make the
differences in selling price. Besides, there are less percentages of buyer cost spent on
input.
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Table 3.3.

Five Forces Analysis -Threats of Supplier's Bargaining Power.
High

Characteristics

Medium

Low

Can the company's supplier be able to raise prices

*
or reduce quantity supplied?

*

Are the suppliers concentrated or organized?

*

A Possibility of the supplier integrating forward
Is the supplied products an important input?

*

Availability of Substitute Product

*

Differentiation of suppliers' products and services

*

Switching Cost

*

From the table we can conclude that the threats of supplier's bargaining power is
as low as the buyer's bargaining power. Even though, the supplied material is important
input in producing fastener products, but we have good and long relationship with the
suppliers. And the products are not different among suppliers therefore the switching
cost are low.

16
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Table 3.4.

Five Forces Analysis - Threat of Substitute Products.
Characteristics

High

Medium

Low

Product - for - Product Substitution where there is

*

substitution need
e.g. Electronic-mail for Fax

From the table above, we can conclude that the product for product substitution in
fastener business is low as consumer can not use others instead of fastener products.

Table 3.5.

Five Forces Analysis - Threat oflntense Segment Rivalry.
Characteristics

High

Number of Competitors

*

Industrial Growth Rate

*

Fixed Costs

*

Variable Costs

*

Storage Costs

*

Medium

Low

*

Product Differentiation of Competitors

From the table above, we can see that five out of six rated threats of intense
segment rivalry as high. These result from the high number of competitors and growth
rate. Moreover, the operation costs are high in all fixed, variable, and storage cost.

17

Raw Materials

/'

Most Thai fastener manufacturers use material from Taiwan because of good
quality and reasonable price. Actually cost of the material from China is a little bit
cheaper than Taiwan but material suppliers in China have limitation of minimum
quantity for customers. It means that if Thai fastener manufacturers want to buy
material from China, they have to place big lot order to them. Suppliers from Japan and
Korea come with very high quality but they are too much expensive cost for Thai
fastener manufacturers.
The material for Fastener Industry is called wire rods. The proximate weight of 1
coil of wire rod is 1.5 tons.

Labor
The fastener industry is labor intensive and relies dramatically on delicate
technician and skills of workers, which may not be substituted by machines.

Competition
Thailand is om( of the world's leading producers and exporters of fastener
products thanks to its advantages of skilled labor with delicate workmanship and cheap
labor costs compared with such developed countries as Italy, Belgium, France and Hong
Kong. These countries sustain high wage rates but employ superior technologies with
innovative designs, making their products high-priced. In the low-end market, Thailand
has to face severe competition from countries rich in raw materials such as Taiwan ,
China, Korea, Japan. Having well developed their level Q.C. inspection while bearing
lower production costs, Vietnam and China are prime rivals in the fastener industry
market.

18

Major Setbacks for the Industry
Manpower:
The industry is lacking skilled labor in many special fields, e.g. providing dies and
tooling, setting up the machine.
Marketing:
There is lack of trade unification and guidance to penetrate new markets and
expand distribution channels, e.g. trading via the Internet, or Electronic - Commerce,
which currently becomes one of the most effective ways of selling products.
Products:
The industry still lacks stronger building of Thai brand names. However, many
parties have now paid more attention to make it better.
Global Economic Situation:
The world economic slowdown will likely hurt the overall Thai exports, and this
sector as well. It is predicted that in 2001 Thai exports will be hit by the slowing
economies of the US and Germany which are Thailand's prime trading partners

3.2

Competitor Situation Analysis
We consider TY UNION FASTENERS CO., LTD. and HAY ATA FASTENER

THAI CO., LTD as our direct companies because they provide similar products to us.

TY UNION FASTENERS CO., LTD.
Company Summary
Company Name:

TY UNION FASTENERS CO., LTD.

Type of Business:

Manufacturers, and Exporters of fastener products

Type of Products:

Screws, Bolts, Nuts

Business Start Up Year:

1987
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63/12 Thonburi-Paktho Rd. Bangnamjeed, Ampur Muang

Office Address:

Samutsakorn 74000 Thailand
Contact Person:

Mr. Samran Chatmongkolchai

Current Market:

Italy,

France,

Switzerland, Spain, Germany,

United

Kingdom, Japan, and United States
Trade Show:

Fastener Fair, UK, Fastener Expo, India

Company Web Site:

www. tyunionfasteners. com
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Figure 3.2.
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Home Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.
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Figure 3.3.

Products Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.

Strengths:
(1)

The content can fit only in one page without using any scroll bar.

(2)

Use large pictures and big letters, which is easy to read.

(3)

User-Friendly Navigation.

(4)

Provide Web Consistency by using the same template for the whole site.

(5)

Company can get reliability from new customers by showing ISO 9002
certificate in web page.
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Figure 3.4. Accredited Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.
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Weaknesses:

Figure 3.5. News Page of wvvw.tyunionfasteners.com.

(I)

There are some pages which were created in the web site but they are not
available for visitors to see them.
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Figure 3.6.

(2)

Products Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.

The creator of the web site should add inquiry form in products page to
make customers feel more convenient to give some inquiry or place order to
the company.
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Figure 3.7.

(3)

lntemet
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Contact Us Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.

There is no any contact person names in contact us page in the web site.
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Figure 3. 8. Quality Plan Page ofwww.tyunionfasteners.com.

(4)

In some pages of the web site, web designer used color of letters which
make visitors feel very hard to read it.
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Figure 3.9. About Us Page of www.tyunionfasteners.com.
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HAY AT AF ASTENER THAI CO., LTD.
Company Summary
Company Name:

HAYATA FATENER THAI CO., LTD.

Type of Business:

Manufacturers, and Exporters of fastener products

Type of Products:

Tapping screws

Business Start Up Year:

2000

Office Address:

24/36-67 Moo6 Tambon Bangsaothong Kingamphur
Bangsaothong Samutprakarn 10540, Thailand

Contact Person:

Cannot find out from the web site

Current Market:

United Kingdom, Japan, and United States

Trade Show:
Company Web Site:

www.ehayata.com
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Figure 3.10. Home Page ofwww.ehayata.com.

Weaknesses
( 1)

In the home page, web designer put some information of the company on it
but he also put some pictures as background which make that information
much more difficult to be read.

(2)

No web site name or web address stated on others pages of the web site
except on home page. These may make the Internet Users get lost as they
couldn't come back to the same site if the users first access the web page
through the search engine.
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(3)
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Products Page of www.ehayata.com.

On products page, there is only a picture and its name for each product.
There is no any information of each product.
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IV.

4.1

MARKETING ANALYSES

Mission and Objectives
Mission:

To manufacturing and distributing fastener products of superior quality,
international standard at the competitive price to our customers. To do this so as to earn
an adequate profit which is required for the total enterprise to grow, and by so doing
provide the opportunity for our employees and shareholders to achieve their reasonable
personal objectives.
With the company slogan of "Quality and punctuality are us", we are now
continuously developing the product quality and service to Excellency.
Objectives:

Short-term Goal:
(1)

To increase the sale volume up to 10 percent.

(2)

To obtain additional 10 percent of total market share.

Long-term Goal:
(1)

To have brand awareness of the company to be known by importers of
fasteners products worldwide.

(2)

To create good, strong and reliability image of the company.

(3)

To reduce the cost of distributing paper documents and brochures.

(4)

To increase the service levels, expand choices and convenience to the
customers.

(5)

To increase the number of new customers and the sale volume.
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4.2

SWOT Analysis
SWOT Analysis is a tool for auditing an organization and its environment. It is

the first stage of planning that helps marketers to focus on key issues. Once key issues
have been identified, they feed into marketing objectives.

We will use the SWOT

Analysis in conjunction with Porter's Five-Force analysis for audit and analysis.
SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Strengths and
weaknesses are internal factors while Opportunities and threats are external factors.

Strengths

V•/eaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

SWOT Analysis

Figure 4.1.

SWOT Analysis.

We have analyzed both internal and external factors according to the SWOT
Analysis as follows:
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SWOT Analysis of the Company.

/

Strengths:
(1)

The company will send the sample of very lot products to the Engineering
lab test of King Mongkut Institute of Technology Northern Bangkok to
check their quality before delivery to customers in order to create reliability
and trust from the customers.

(2)

The company offer various fastener products to customers such as standard
and non-standard products (Can be designed by customers) with so many
kinds of material.

(3)

Having a good relationship with trusted suppliers which can receive the best
deal and valuable information from them such as when the cost of the
material will be increased.

(4)

The company always buy material in large amount so the cost is low.

Weaknesses:
(I)

The company is still not well known for world market.

(2)

Limited budget of investment since the company is a small enterprise
(SMEs)

Opportunities:
(I)

Auto part products

are supported and promoted by government sector.

(Fastener product is one of several kinds of Auto part products)
(2)

The wages in Thailand is much lower than in developed countries.

Threats:
( 1)

There are strong competitors who are well known brand names available in
the market. And the competition from other developing countries such as
Vietnam and Indonesia etc.
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4.3

(2)

Cost of shipping depends on cost of transportation.

(3)

Insurance cost for shipping to foreign countries is very high.

Total Customer Value Analysis
I

jCustomers normally choose to buy the products and receive services from a
company that is perceived to offer highest value. Such value can be evaluated by
\ compa[ing~Total Customer Value to Total Customer Cost (Customer Delivery Value

=

"-·~,~-.,,·----·-·---··-·-·-

Total Customer Value - Total Customer Cost). Below is the Total Customer Value
Analysis of the company in details.
Total Customer Value
Product Value
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. provides the superior quality of every
piece of our fastener products such as screws and bolts. We put very strong QC
inspection check in every process in the production line. All raw material use in
production is reliable because we only use raw material from companies who are in very
high standard level now such as the Ticoon company from Taiwan and Gobe wire
company from Japan.
And when it comes to the fastener online, we also want to communicate the same
message to the customers. Therefore, any information available offline will also be
available online over the company web site as well. We therefore have linked the
company web site to our database to ensure that any information requested by the
customers can be viewed or printed out immediately. The example of the information is
available on the Internet are color pictures, product description and information such as
the size and the length of the products which we usually produce in our production line
or may have them in our stock.
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Service Value
The company web site provides services to both current customers and the
prospective ones. Current Customers can log on to the web site, view product category
online with virtual pictures and full descriptions. We also offer an online office
automation

syst~m

fqr the

)t,~

cu~tomers

, : ' o\

to place an order, check available items and etc.,

by themselves. Thanks to the advanced computer technology that allows us to tie the
web site to the company database and providing such services to our customers. These
will create tremendous convenience, time and cost saving to both the customers and the
company itself. As the customers can receive the information needed in just a click.
They need not fax or call and wait for a day to get the answer from us. They can also
check the status of their order, track the shipment of their goods. The pro-forma invoice
and quotation can be saved or printed out for later uses. We also have the German
version of the web site to serve specially the German customers because they are our
main customers in Europe.
Image Value
For fastener business, reliability is the critical factors. We therefore reference our
web site to the government organization support such as Department of Export
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce to create strong and reliable image value.
The company provides the following features for privacy and security reasons
over the Internet: Secure Socket Layer (SSL), Intrusion Detection System, Secure
Server URL, and Firewall.

We use the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) web application

services in order to provide authentication for servers and browsers as well as
confidentiality and data integrity for communication between web server and browser.
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Like any physical counterparts in homes or other building, firewall are meant to control
damage to the data and computer systems. It provides a single point of control for
security on a network.
In term of company policy, we commit to use security procedures to protect
personal information the customers submit to us from misuse or unauthorized
disclosure. The personal information that the customers submit to us is stored in our
secure database behind an electronic firewall. The customers can access their personal
information only by using a password. Access to the data within company is limited to
a few computer technicians for our site who need to maintain the database and who also
use passwords for that access, as well as outside vendors who may occasionally assist us
in maintaining and improving our hardware and software tools. Similarly, we can
completely ensure the privacy of e-mail communications while in transit to or from our
site.
Pefsonnel Value
The company is guaranteed in the high experience in the fastener business as the
company has been established since 1993, which is now more than 10 years already .
. Our technicians were sent to Taiwan and Japan where are the best countries with highest
technology in fastener industry to get the practice and knowledge about how to operate
the machine to make very high quality products.

Total Customer Cost
Monetary Cost
The Monetary Cost is considered low because all the value-added services are free
of charge. Moreover, the customers are not only saving the communication cost of
faxing and telephone lines, but they are also able to cut off the traveling cost to fly over
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to Bangkok to visit our company and see the our product category because now it can be
done online.
'

11ime Cost
The Time Cost is also considered low as well because the customers can do the
business transactions more than one at a time, in a faster process and at their convenient
time and place. There will be no more waiting caused by time difference between
countries. Moreover, the easy navigation and user-friendly web site allow the customers
to save searching time or getting loss in the web.
Energy Cost
The energy cost of our web site is low due to the value-added services offered
online. The energy cost of the customers itself is low because they need not spend 10 12 hours on the plane to fly over to Bangkok many offline services are now available
online.
Physic Cost
The only Physic Cost that may arise is the uncertainty about the product quality
for first time customers, as they have no chance to touch the real products. The solution
is to use high resolution when taking picture of the products and show the products in
different angle such as top view, side view and 45 degree angle so that they can see the
product clearer. In the future, we are also thinking of offering the 360-degree viewing to
eliminate such barrier and reduce the physic cost to the minimum.

4.4

Market Segmentation
To compete successfully in today's volatile and competitive business markets,

mass marketing is no longer a viable options for most companies. Marketers must attack
certain segmented markets that exhibit unique needs and wants. Market Segmentation is
therefore necessary for today's competitive business markets environment. It is the
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foundation on which all other marketing actions can be based and required a major
commitment by management to customer-oriented planning. The company would
segment the market according to the following bases:
Geographic Segmentation:
First, we will export internationally only and we are not selling the products
domestically. Second, customers in different continents tend to have different taste and
preferences. We therefore segment the market into European Countries, United States
and Mediterranean countries. For example, the Mediterranean Countries like Norway
prefer stainless steel bolts made from sus316 material but European Countries like
Germany, customers there want us to use sus304 as the material.
Behavioral Segmentation:
According to the attitude, knowledge, and response toward our product, we then
segment the market into the ex-buyers, potential buyers, first-time buyers and regular
buyers with the buying rate and loyalty status of light, medium, and heavy.

4.5

Target Market

/

After analyzing the above market segmentation, we decide to do the selective
specialization of targeting the ex-buyers, prospect buyers, and regular buyers in the
United States and European Countries as these two market generates high revenue to the
company. We aim to bring back the ex-buyers to buy from us again, as they already
know the quality, and price range of our products but may not have time to travel or the
contact are lost. This target group does not have the physic cost of not seeing the real
products because they have already seen and purchased them before. The company web
site will act as advertising and public relations channel to prospective buyers who have
potential to buy from us.
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For regular buyers, we will use the web site as another channel to repeat orders
and show them the new product category. Moreover, it is used as the channel for
providing more customized and personalized services to e?Cisting customer as we are
focusing on the strong and long term relationship.

4.6

Positioning
The company positioning its web site www.byi.co.th as "the most preferred

choice for B2B fastener online" as we are the first movers to develop vertically
integrated Business to Business Fastener Web Site. When the customers think of finding
new fastener supplier online, we are on the first row. The design and function of the
web has been specially developed to meet the requirements of the Business to Business
Transactions. We offer the online value-added services that the competitors 9annot do
such as an exclusive and personalized product presentation according to the customers'
interest by tying up the company database to the web site, 24 hours office-automated
system, online ordering and price quoting.

4.7

Product
Product, Variety and Quality
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. offers fastener product such as stainless

steel bolts, low carbon steel bolts and high carbon steel bolts. As informed before in the
previous chapter that we care for the quality. Therefore, raw materials are highly
controlled. We use material from Taiwan and Japan which are the leader countries that
offer very high quality material to all over the world. We decided not to use material
from China even though the price of the material there is much cheaper than in Taiwan
and Japan because its quality is not good enough for us.
In our production range, we selected 4 kinds of fastener products which are very
popular for customers and suitable for us from more than l 000 kinds of fastener
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products from DIN standard (German Standard), JIS Standard (Japanese Standard) and
IFI Standard (American Standard) to be our main first four categories. The first category
is Hexagon head bolts (DIN933). The second category is Hexagon head bolts with
shank (DIN931). The third category is wood screws (DIN571). The fourth category is
Hexagon socket head cap screws (DIN912). The fifth category is Special products
which means others fasteners products that are not in the first four categories. Special
products could be not according to any standards as mentioned above. It could be
customized products which were designed by customers. Customers can also ask us to
produce fastener products according to their drawing or their example product. Below
are the pictures of our five category fastener products available for our customers.
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Picture of Hexagon Head Bolts.
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Picture of Hexagon Head Bolts with Shank.
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Picture of Wood Screws.
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Figure 4.5.

Picture of Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screws.

Figure 4.6.

Pictures of some Special Fastener Products.

Services

The marketing and exporting team of the company consists of young people who
are highly active and enthusiastic for better products and services. Every customer's
profile has been studied and updated from time to time for the maximum in product and
service customization. In addition, the advanced computer system allows the services to
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be provided immediately once requested. The specially designed computer programs
allow us to easily access to the inventory control and being able to track every customer
order status in every step of production. All merchandise shipped to customers are
carefully packed into strong small box first then put every box on wood pallet and wrap
them again with plastic wrap. Last cover it again with every strong wood case before
yggi1~g

into the container.

Strategies
Under the company web site, the image shown on the web is an enlarged picture
for optimizing view. Each product can be viewed in three different angles, which are top
view, side view, and 45-degree angle. However, the actual dimension is given together
with the full product description. Besides, we are doing product customization where
customers can ask us to make products according to their drawing or example products.

4.8

Price Strategies
Price Lists
As our web site is targeting mainly to the B2B in fastener Industry, The price is

stated and invoiced in US Dollar Currency and Euro Currency. However, for customer's
convenience, we offer the currency converter system as an optional service as well.

Strategics
Quantity Discount:
To provide an incentive to the customers to order more, we offer addition of 10
percent for customers who place big lot order (not less than 30 tons for total weight of
whole lot) to us.
Payment Discount:
To reduce credit-collection cost, we offer the additional of 3 percent discount for
TT payment because we can receive money sooner than LC payment which we have to
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wait until the bank finish their all processes. For TT payment, customers will transfer
money directly to our account after they receive fax of shipping document.

4.9

Distribution Strategies
We understand how important it is for the customers to receive the products

purchased promptly and safely. We offer the following shipping options for every
purchase. The customers are able to choose the shipping options at their convenience.

Shipping Agency

Figure 4.7.

Eastern Maritime (Thailand) Ltd.

ncPro
Figure 4.8.

Macpro Express Co.,Ltd.

ORIENT

STAR
*••*•GROUP

Figure 4. 9.

Orient Star Group.

U •••••
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••••
••••

•

Figure 4.10.

G&U Logistics.
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Figure 4.11.

KAWASAKI KAI SEN KAISHA LTD.

All shipping agencies offered above are highly specialized in delivering fastener
Products so the customers can ensure that the merchandise will be sent to them
promptly and safely in timely manner ..Ail shipments are made as CIF and FOB which
I/

/

customers can choose. If there is any damages or loss of package, we are able to claim
for the full refund. Besides, the customers can also track their shipment status at the web
site of those shipping companies. For customer convenience, we also offer hyperlink
services from our web site to the web site of those shipping companies as well.
4.10 Advertising, Sales Promotion & Public Relations Strategies
Advertising

Advertising Objectives:
(1)

To create brand awareness ofBUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD.

(2)

To create good brand image toward the company web site.

(3)

To create preference to the company web site.

(4)

To inform the customer about the web's functions and its benefits.

Advertising Strategies:
Jhe following media will be used:
( 1)

Banner exchange

(2)

Buy Mailing List To Send Electronic Invitation Card

(3)

Register in top 10 Search Engines
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We use these online media initially due to its low operation cost and it directly
catches our target group.

Advertising Tactics:
Banner Exchange
The reasons that we choose banner exchange are that it has more targeted
communication ability to reach the focused audiences of our target, which are the
Wholesale Fasteners. There are 3 types of banners consisting of static banner, animated
banner and interactive banner. We will use animated banner, which have movement to
capture attention of audiences because under online advertising, customers have control
over what to consume. The efficient online advertising then must be appealing and can
express that the web is relevant to their need.

Direct Mail Advertising
We will buy a mailing list from online advertising agent to send electronic
invitation card in our targets' mailbox to invite them visiting our web. This media is the
most personal and selective which suit very well with our company. Because direct mail
goes only to the people we wish to contact, so there is almost no waste coverage. The
cost is very economical compared to the other media and is beneficial. One million
Electronic - Mails cost only USD35, USD50 or USD75.

Search Engines
Search engine is something like the yellow pages for telephone number searching.
Most of the Internet users will visit the search engines' web site to look for the
particular web that contains the targeted information. Therefore, it is the requirement for
us to put our company web site in a searching list in search engines to announce to the
world that our web is available. We will register our web site in the following top ten
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search engmes: Yahoo, Netscape, MSN (Microsoft), Excite, Alta Vista, Lycos,
Infoseek, Hot Bot, Snap and Google.

Sales Promotion
Promotion Objectives:
(1)

To create product awareness.

(2)

To create an immediate sales or convince the buyers to place an order right
away.

(3)

To encourage non-buyers to try buying from the company.

Strategy : Quantity Order Discount

Tactic:
To provide an incentive to the customers to order more, we offer the quantity
discount as follows:

Table 4.1.

Quantity Order Discount Rate.
Quantity Order (EURO)

Trade Discount Received (%) per order

40,000 OR MORE

3

25000-35000

2

10,000 - 20,000

I

Public Relations
Trade Show
In year 2004, We plan to participate in Worldwide Exhibitions which has almost
every month as much as we can.
(1)

Canadian Hardware & Building Materials show (3rd_5th, Feb., 2004)

(2)

International Hardware Fair, cologne, Germany (3rd_6 111 , Mar., 2004)
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(1)

Japan DIY Show 2004 Osaka (5 1h-J1h, Apr., 2004)

(2)

Wire Dusseldorf Show, Germany (8th_12t11, Apr., 2004)

(3)

Wenzhou International Hardware & Power-Driven Tool Expo, China (18th_
21

8
\

May, 2004)

(4)

National Industrial Fastener Show/East, USA (201h-21 si_ May, 2004)

(5)

Fastener Fair 2004, UK (22nd_23rd, May, 2004)

(6)

Design Build Australia (2nd _5th, Jul., 2004)

(7)

China National Hardware Fair (9th_l 11h, Jul., 2004)

(8)

National Hardware Show, USA (11th_ 13th, Aug., 2004)

(9)

Gofa Koeln, Germany (1 st_3rd, Sep., 2004)

(10) Automechanika Frankfurt, Germany (1 J1h-22nd, Sep., 2004)
(11) Expo Nacional, Mexico (20th_22nd, Sep., 2004)
(12) National Hardware Exhibition Ferroforma, Spain (20 1h-23rd, Oct., 2004)

(13) Int'l Big R. Show, Las Vegas, USA (1 st_4th, Nov., 2004)
(14) Fastener Expo, India (3rd _61\ Nov., 2004)
(15) Wire Asia 2004 (13 111 -15 1\ Nov., 2004)
(16) National Industrial Fastener Show I West, USA (2l 81-22 11 d, Nov., 2004)

4.11

Finance and Analysis

BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. decides to use the sales forecasting
techniques in conducting the financial assumption. Sales Forecasting Techniques is the
process of developing assumptions or premises about predicting the future sales for
managers to use. This forecasting is based on many indicators such as an industry and
general economics situation, new marketing strategies and competitors as all should be
added into consideration to ensure accuracy. For BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO.,
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LTD., we will use the last year (2002) sales figure oq3HT 50 million to forecast. The
expected sales growth rate for year 2003, 2004, and 2005 are 0.5, 2 and 3% of sales
revenue in year 2002 which are bht 50.25 million, 51 million, and 51.5 million
respectively. The Cost of goods sold is considered about 65% of sales revenue.
In order to do the break-even analysis, we have to consider three factors, which
are fixed cost, variable cost and total cost as follows:
Fixed costs: The costs that are incurred regardless of what volume of output is being
generated. The fixed cost of BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD. are the following.
Cost of Hardware

95,000.00 baht

Cost of software

20,000.00 baht
4,500.00 baht

Domain Name
Server Cost

30,000.00 baht

Advertising Cost

15,000.00 baht

Promotion Expense

25,000.00 baht

Salaries

18,000.00 baht

Office Supplies

1,200.00 baht

Repair/maintain

1,000.00 baht

Insurance

1,000.00 baht

Utilities

1,500.00 baht

Miscellaneous Cost

5,000.00 baht
217,200. 00 baht

Total fixed cost

Variable costs: The cost that vary with the number of units' product, such as the cost of
raw materials. The company has projected the assumption variable costs as follows. It is
noted that there is a variable cost of raw material in each product due to the different
grade of Carbon Steel and Stainless steel material.
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20,000.00 baht I TON

Raw material
Technician

2,500.00 baht

Processing

500.00 baht

Tooling Designer

500.00 baht

Total variable

23.500.00 baht

Therefore, the average variable cost per unit is 23,500 baht.
Total Costs: The Total Costs is fixed costs plus variable costs.
To determine the breakeven point for profit on sales for a product or service we
must determine both fixed and average costs are then combined to show total costs.
Mathematically, the breakeven point is shown by the formula
BP

TFC/P-VC

Where
BP

=

TFC

Breakeven Point
Total Fixed Costs

P

Price Per Unit

VC =

Variable Cost Per Unit

The average price of good sold is 40,000 baht/ton
Considered that an acceptable selling price is baht 40,000.00, we will determine the
Variable cost per ton is baht 23,500.00 while the total fix cost is baht 217,200.00 per
year. From the formula above, we can come out with the result that we have to sell 10
tons with the average selling price per unit of baht 50,000.00 in order to break even.
(217,200.00 I 40,000.00 - 23,500.00

=

13 tons)
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1.S

Profit
15

Figure 4.12.

Break Even Point.
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V.

WEB DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PLAN

There are totally 13 steps under 5 mam phases m developing the web site
www.byi.co.th, which are as follows:

Table 5 .1.

Web Development Phases.
Phases/ Steps

Things Obtain

Phase 1: Research
1. Knowing yourself: Identify mission

1. Mission of Web Site

and objectives of web site

2. User Needs
3. Competition Strategies

2. Leaming the users: Ask Questions &
Filters Answer, Define User's
Experience, Audiences and Create
Scenario
3. Competitor Analysis

Phase 2: Site Content
4. Designing Strategies: Re-purposed

1. Web Design Guidelines

Content, Value Added Content, and

2. Content and its limitations

Appropriate Technology

3. Organized Data

5. Content and Functional Requirement

Phase 3: Site Structure
6. Group & Label Content and

1. Site Structure
2. Web Browsing Guidelines

Organizational Metaphor

3. Navigation System
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Table 5 .1.

Web Development Phases.
Things Obtain

Phases/ Steps
7. Site Structure Listings and
architectural blueprints
8. Define Navigation

Phase 4: Visual Design
9. Interface Design: Architectural Page

1. Interface Design

Mock-Up, Page Layout, Design

2. Web-based Prototype

Sketches

3. Final Architectural Blueprint
4. Web Development Guidelines

10. Web-based Prototype, Final
Architectural Blueprint, Production
Specification, and Style Guide

Phase 5: Production & Operation
1. Completed Web Site

11. Production: Final Interface, Web

2. Web Launching and Promoting

Template

3. Maintenance and Developing
Guidelines
12. Launch and Promotion
13. Maintenance and Growth
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Phase 1: Research
In phase 1, we will focus on researching the three major web-designing factors,
which are the company itself, the users and the competitors in order to come out with an
effective design guidelines and strategies.

Mission and Objectives of Web Site
Mission:
To be the most preferred choice by global wholesalers and retailers who seek for
superior quality and international standard fastener online.
Objectives:
(1)

To promote and introduce BUNYAT INDUSTRY company to global
market.

(2)

To increase brand awareness among the wholesalers and distributors of
Fastener around the world.

(3)

To retain long-term relationship and increase customer loyalty with existing
customers by increasing services level.

(4)

To bring back old customers to come and buy from the company again.

(5)

To provide another channel of distributing product information to
customers.

(6)

To be a board for announcement of the activities and promotion held by the
company.

(7)

To allow global users to find accurate and updated information with ease of
use and convenient with a click from anywhere at anytime.

(8)

To introduce the company to the prospecting customers that have no chance
to visit us.
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Learning Users
Practically, it is impossible to create a web site that contains all the characteristics
that everyone wants. We therefore, have to emphasize on the particular type of users
and serve the need of such users.

Bv Ask questions and filter answers
Who Are the Intended Audiences?
(1)

Wholesalers, Importers and Distributors of Fastener Products.

(2)

Suppliers such as material sellers, tooling sellers and Fastener Equipment
and Machinery.

(3)

Shipping Companies.

(4)

Forwarders

(5)

Fastener Magazine

(6)

Trade Show and Exhibition Organizers.

(7)

Others who are interested in knowing the company data.

Why Will People Come to Your Site?
(1)

To study the profile of company in order to survey the company's reliability
before dealing business.

(2)

To view the product category of the company.

(3)

To get the product information of each product.

(4)

To request for the quotation online.

(5)

To communicate with the company via e-mail.

(6)

To study the business nature of the company for other business purposes.
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Why They Come to the Site, Will They Come Back?
The existing customers will come back to obtain or print out any information need
such as the product details and etc., while the new customers may come back and ask
for the quotation of the new product category.
Define the Users Experience
Who the Audience Is? I Who Will Be Using Them?
As this web site is mainly targeted to B2B Enterprises. The person who will be
using this web site will mainly be the wholesalers, retailers, distributors, importer of
fastener products.
Define the Audiences
According to the list of intended audiences stated above, we can categorize them
into three group which are buyers, sellers, and other business related people.
Buyers: People who will buy the products from us.
(1)

Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Retailers and Distributors of Fastener Products

(2)

Importers of Fastener Products

Sellers: People who want to sell their products or services to us.
(1)

Suppliers

(2)

Shipping Companies such as Federal Express, DHL, etc.,

(3)

Forwarders

(4)

Trade Show and Exhibition Organizers.

Other Business Related People:
( 1)

Competitors

(2)

Students who graduate a degree in Engineering field.

(3)

Fastener magazine.

(4)

Others who are interested in knowing the company data.
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After ranking the importance of those intended audiences, the results come out as
we will mainly target on the first group, which are the buyers as these group of people
can generate profit for us.
Create Scenario

Situation:
Now Mr. Rudiger is looking for the new suppliers for fastener products. Before he
will give the trial order to a new supplier. He normally flies over to check them first by
himself. However, due to the uncertain situation occurred in the United States and the
SARS in Asian countries, he decided to suspend the flying schedule. So, how can he
check about the new supplier and its products?
According to this, we then suggest Mr. Rudiger to visit our web site:
www.byi.co.th. There, he can view all product categories clearly with the product
details such as the biggest diameter and the longest length that we can make for each
item. And if he is interested in any products, he can either click "For Inquiry form Click
here" button in the middle of each page. Finally he will get the quotation/pro-forma
invoice in printable format which he can use later for reference.
Competitor Analysis

Once the objectives and web users are known, the next step is to find out which
web site provide the same services as we do by surveying the market competition of the
web site that has the same target as ours. After the survey, there are 2 major
competitors, which are www.tyunionfasteners.com, www.eyahata.com. We will analyze
only the web site ofTYUNIONFASTENERS and our company.
Below is the comparison table between the web site of BUNYAT INDUSTRY
1998 CO., LTD and its competitors.
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Table 5.2.

Web Comparison Table.

General Site Feature

BUNYAT

TYUNIONFASTEN

INDUSTRY 1998

ERS CO., LTD

CO., LTD

Site Design (1-10):
Simplicity

9

9

Ease of Use

9

9

Compatibility

9

8

Consistency

9

9

Identity

9

9

Design/Functional Stability

8

5

9

7

Layout (1-10):

8

5

Visual Appeal (1-10):

8

7

Download Time

Fast

Slow

FAQ

NIA

NIA

Email I Newsletter

.;.

.;.

Printable format

.;.

NIA

Interactive

.;.

NIA

NIA

NIA

User

Friendly Navigation (1-10):

Look & Feel

Search Engine
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Phase 2: Site Content
Designing Strategies

The Web Site www.byi.co.th mainly contains the following features:
(1)

Detail of Product Information

(2)

About Us

(3)

Security Policy

(4)

Shipping Policy

(5)

Privacy Policy

(6)

Links

(7)

Contact US

(8)

Online Quotation or Order placing services

(9)

Order Status and Tracking

(I 0) View/ Edit/ Change Personal Profile
( 11) View previous purchased listings
(12) Search Engine

(13) FAQ

( 14) Quantity Discount
( 15) Customer Services
( 16) Payment Options
Identify Content & Functional Requirement

In order to provide what stated in the site content in web site, the following
functions are needed:
Providing product detail online: Once the mouse is clicked on to any products
category, the picture of that product will appear clearer than others and the description
will appear below the picture.
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Phase 3: Site Structure
Group & Label Content

We have grouped the content of the web site into four major categories, which
are:
(1)

Home

(2)

Products

(3)

About us

(4)

Contact us

All of the above contents are grouped as global navigation, which will be
represented by using the organizational metaphor.
Site Structure Listings of www.byi.co.th
(1)

Home

(2)

Products
(a)

Hexagon Head Bolts

(b)

Hexagon Head Bolts with shank

(c)

Wood Screws

(d)

Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screws

(e)

Special Products

(3)

About us

(4)

ContactUs

Web Site Features

Company Profile:
In this section, the company history, philosophy, product quality, services are
explained.
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Information Provided:
Since we link the web site with the company database, we then are able to provide
the customers with an up to date information 24 hours a day 7 days a week all year
round.
Shipping Status
The customers can track the shipping status from all of our shipping agencies
which we consider as another value-added services.

Useful links such as the shipping agencies Web Sites, Web Site of Fastener World
Association, Web Site of Department of Export Promotion and etc., which are related to
the fastener industry and our company, are provided for customer convenience.
Contact Us
Automated pop up Electronic-mail is provided for customer to direct contact with
the company staffs.

Phase 4: Visual Design
Architectural Page Mock-Up, Page Layout, and Design Sketches
Page Layout

Figure 5.1.

Page Layout on Products Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Figure 5.2.

Page Layout on Home Page, Contact Us Page and About Us Page.
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Design Sketches

PICTURE

Figure 5.3.

Design Sketch on Home Page, Contact Us Page and About Us Page.
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Figure 5.4.

Design Sketch on Product Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Phase 5: Production and Operation
Web Template
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Figure 5.5.
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Web Template for Home Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Figure 5.6.
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Web Template for Products Page of www.byi.co.th.

Domain Name

Domain Name is Lhe name used to reference a computer on the Internet. The name
is divided into segments with the top-level domain on the right, the destination of the
specific computer on the left, and the sub domain in between the two.
The domain name of the web site is www.byi.co.th. BYI stands for BUNYAT
INDUSTRY. We use this domain name because it is easy for both existing customers
and new customers to remember. Besides, the web site name is very short and unique.
We use .co.th because our target group is international market. We want our customers
to know automatically that we are a Thai company.
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Hardware Preparation
To operate E-commerce, the first equipment to be considered is PC or personal
computer. Currently Pentium IV is popular. Its price with modem is around 30,000 to
70,000. Secondly, "Route" for sending the information signal of created web site from
our computer to Internet network. Telephone line is the main route for Internet
connection. Lastly, modem, which stands for MOdulator, DEModulator, is a device
that connect to your computer and to a phone line that allows the computer to
communicate to other computers through the phone system. Basically, modems do for
computers what a telephone does for humans. Technically, modem will translate digital
signal of computer to analog signal, which run on the telephone line. Generally there
are 3 types of modems: external, PC Card and internal. In conclusion, hardware
requirement consists of computer (desktop or notebook), Rout (telephone line) and
Modem.
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Final Web Design

Bunyat Industry 1993 Co., Ltd. w.as established in
1993 by Mr. Bunyat Kimlengchew who 1s the president
of the co rnpany.
We are one of the big Manufacti.wer fa E;fporter of
Fasteners in Thailand. Specializing in stainless steel
screws such as More ..

We!co1no to Bunyal Industry Hl98 Co.,Lld.
Bunyat lndus11y 1998 Co .. lJd. is the manufacturer and eYporter of
fasteners in Thailand. We specialize in produciion of special
screws for automative and furniture industry. including hexagon
head bolts. wood scre·Ns. hexaqon socJ.:et screws. etc. Our
company alvvays focuses on produc1s' quali~; and puciuali~/ in

tN1th 20 years experience, we
have specialized 1n production of
many klr-.:ls of special screw for
aub::iinative industry and
furni1J.ire., U'1en expand our

iJ Done
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Figure 5.7.

Home Page ofwww.byi.co.th.
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Witl1 20 years exp8rience, 'Ne have ;;pec1ali28d in prodixtion of many kinds of special screw fa·
.;iubJrnative industry and 11.wniture, then expend our production line to hexagon head bolts, wood screws,
hexagon socket screws. .. etc C•ur products are exported \Dall around tj.,e wor!d. We can ofter DIN, ANSI,

JJS ... etc standards. Before
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all products are under high quality conn·ol
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Products Page of www.byi.co.th.
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The First Product Category Page of www.byi.co.th.
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The Second Products Category Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Figure 5.11.

The Third Product Category Page of www.byi.co.th.
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The Forth Product Category Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Figure 5.13.

The Fifth Product Category Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Inquiry Form
You are sending inquiries on these products:
BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO., LTD.

Inquiry Details:

L Message to supplier(s):

2

We plan to order this product:
]Within 3 months

:i]

3, Our current expected annual order (quantity) is;

@::] D~r.e

:~s1a11/i

~ lnternel
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I ~!.!lp.//wv,w. I Urnyp•ciect I ~Thaho!!So

Figure 5.14.
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Inquiry Form Page of www.byi.co.th.
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1946

....
Aboutua

Quality

are us

Bunyat Industry 1998 Co., ltd. was 12stablished in 1993 by Mr.
Bunyat Kimlengchew who is tl-ie president of tl-,e cornpany. \Ne are
me of lhe bi9 Manufackirer & Exporter of Fasteners in Thail.and.
Spec1alizk·1g 1n stainless steel screws such as Hewagon socket head cap
screvvs (DIN 912)) He.xagon socket he.ad \.VCod scre•Ns (DIN 571);
Hexagcn head bolts (DIN 933, DIN 931). Besides, we are also
specialized in varic•us special screws (CustDrnized products) with many
kk-.c1s of rn<itenal (Carbon steel, Stainless, Brass, Bronze).
\Ne <•ppreck'lte supplying dra·wing or sarnples' to us for our
refBrence.We provide efficient sales service and maintain ptn:t-ial
delivery witi1 short lead time. As qualitf is our top priority products
ccntinuously undergo strict QC inspection from producing to finish fur
each order shipment
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Figure 5.15.

About Us Page of www.byi.co.th.
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For your convenience to e-rnail us, <Ne have prepared the e-mail
n·ansm1ssion furm below. You
specift the department yoll want to
contact in order to receive
reply your e-mail prornptly.
N.lme::
E-M•il:

Subje<h

Department:
MeHage::
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Figure 5.16.

Contact Us Page of www.byi.co.th.
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Contact us

Your message has been sent.
Thank you very much.

BUNYAT INDUSTRY 1998 CO.,LTD.
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Contact Us Confirmation Page of www.byi.co.th.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Conclusions

The company operates as Electronic Commerce Business under the name of
byi.co.th to obtain the benefits of interactive and 24/7 services hour, enhance the
customer service rates, reduce the time, energy, transportation cost, and eliminate the
use of paper base documents as well as the geographical barrier.
The web site is designed to target the ex-buyers, prospect buyers, and regular
buyers in the United States and European Countries as these two markets generates
high revenue to the company plus the higher rate of Internet Usage comparing to other
continents.

The company's database is tied to the web site, to provide unlimited

information within a fingertip. They can view new product category, search for cmTent
product information or availability, place an order, ask for quotation or event. Products
available offline are also presented online. Functional, Quantity and Advance Payment
Discount are used to motivate online ordering. Banner exchange, Direct Mail
Advertising and putting our web site in the top ten Search Engine are the advertising
strategies. While the promotion strategies of special price quantity order discount are
done to enhance the sales volume, create brand awareness and motivate the use of
company web site.
6.2

Recommendations

Since this project is the first time operating E-Commerce of the company, all
strategies and processes throughout this project will be suitable only for the current
situation and some services are incompletely served.

Thus, the company should

prepare the future strategies in order to be competitive and updated all the time.
The company plans to provide customers or visitors video clips online to show
customers the Q.C. Quality control check of the company. In video clips customers
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's

will see how the company do the inspection check in every processes of the production
line. Thus, it can increase reliable to the company. And it will enable the products to
be more interesting as well.

However, the company still has to concern on

downloading time and speed. It should not be too long and too slow in downloading
because it will be able to make visitors bored to wait.
In section of products, the company will put more fastener products

111

the

production range to make company be one stop service for fastener products.
For web site, we will expand the web to be international to fastener market
worldwide. Brand preference will be created in the name of BYI.CO.TH. In fact, each
market has different needs, marketing strategies will have to be different according to
the market condition.

Localization strategies will be applied in BYI.CO.TH.

To

support multilingual users and browsers the company plans to translate the content into
Spanish and German language. The shop will observe visitors' behaviors in different
places to study their needs and adapt marketing strategies according to their demands.
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APPENDIX

A

FASTENERS BASICS

Appendix A: Fasteners Basics
Fasteners basics are all about Fastener Generation Information, Fastener Head
Styles, Fastener Head Shape, Metric Thread Charts. These are the description of all
Fasteners basics.

Fastener Generation Information
Basic Thread Terminology
Threaded fasteners have differences in what is called their thread form, which is
how many 'teeth' that they have for a given length of the threaded portion.

Figure A. l.

Bolts Picture

In the diagram above the 'teeth' are called the threads (one thread is coloured
yellow) and the distance between them is called the pitch (marked as Pl
The diameter (marked D) is the other important figure in the thread equation
Different types of threads also have different thread angles (the angle between
the 'valleys' of the threads) but the vast majority of radio controlled cars available today
use only metric
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Fastener Head Alignment
Threaded fasteners with different shaped heads will align themselves differently
to the
surface they are screwed into. This has to be remembered when buying fasteners as the
length is based upon this alignment.

Figure A.2.

The Differences with Alignment of Various Types of Threaded
Fasteners.

The image above shows the differences with alignment of various types of threaded
fasteners. As you can see they each sit at a different height relative to the surface into
which they are screwed.

Measuring Fasteners
As mentioned above, the type of head a fastener has affects the length of fastener
that you would specify when buying replacements for your radio controlled car. The
diagrams below show both the correct and incorrect way to measure and specify
fasteners.
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Figure A.3.

Incorrect Way to Measure and Specify
Fasteners.

The diagram on the previous page shows two different types of screws which are the
same overall length. Because one is a countersunk screw and the other is a hexagonal
headed screw, they cannot be directly compared by measuring their lengths. By
studying the diagram above you will see that the countersunk screw would go further
into the surface that it was screwed into.

- -Figure A.4.

Correct Way to Measure and Specify
Fasteners.

The diagram above shows two different headed screws that have the same effective
length, although their overall length is different. Both of these screws would penetrate
the surface into which they were screwed by the same amount.
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Bolt or Set Screw?
This is a question that is often asked

Bolt

Figure A.5.

Set Screw

The Difference between a Bolt (left) and a Set Screw (right).

The images above show the difference between a Bolt (left) and a Set Screw (right).
The difference is clear to see, the set screw is threaded all the way to the head, whilst
the bolt isn't.

Fastener Head Styles
The style of the fastener head determines the shape of the tip of the tool that is used to
drive (turn) the screw or bolt into place. There are many different types used on
different scales of model cars and many of these are identified below. Each different
fastener head is shown along with a screwdriver type tool tip that would be used to
drive it in or out.
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Slotted/Straight Head
The slotted or straight headed style of fastener head is the oldest and by far the most
imple type available. It is used mainly for adjustment screws on the engines of radio
controlled model cars, as the slot gives a clear indication of the position of the adjusting
screws.

Figure A.6.

The Slotted or Straight Headed Style of Fastener Head.

Philips/Cross Point Head
The Philips or cross point fastener head is used extensively on radio controlled model
cars and offers better performance than the straight type head style. This is because the
contact points between the tool tip and the recess in the fastener head are doubled.

Figure A. 7.

The Philips or Cross Point Fastener Head.
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Pozidriv/Supadriv Head

The Posidriv or Supadriv head is an improvement on the Philips/cross point head and
offers better performance due to the contact points being effectively doubled again.
This is also one of the most popular fastener head styles used on radio controlled model
cars.

Figure A.8.

The Posidriv or Supadriv Head.

Hexagon Head

The hexagon fastener head type is the original of its type and is usually used on bolts or
set screws. Its use on remote controlled model cars is not widespread and is usually
most used on the large scale cars and trucks. Although a socket can be used, (as shown
to the left) spanners are more commonly used to turn hexagonal headed fasteners.

Figure A.9.

The Hexagon Fastener Head Type.
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Allen Head
The Allen fastener head style is used on remote controlled mode 1 cars in areas where
secure holding of parts is required. The fasteners with the Allen type recess are usually
hardened to offer the required performance.

Figure A. l 0.

The Allen Fastener Head Style.

Torx™Head

The Torx™ type fastener head style is the newest available for use on radio controlled
cars and offers the highest contact point area of all the fasteners mentioned here. As
such, it offers the greatest performance for the model car racer and is useful for engine
mountings, etc ..

Figure A.11.

The Torx™ Type Fastener Head Style.
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Fastener Head Shapes

There are many different shapes of fastener heads used in the radio controlled model
cars available today. The vast majority of these are identified below, although we
cannot cover every different variation. Almost all of the fastener head shapes are
available in different Head Styles, this if course depends on your location and
manufacturer. Also, the names that have been used to describe the shape of the heads
may be different in your area of the World.

Countersunk Head
The countersunk headed screw is the most common type used by model car
manufacturers and provides a flush fitting fixing that can help in the alignment of the
parts it is used on.

Figure A.12.

Countersunk Head.
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Raised Countersunk Head

The raised countersunk type of fastener head is functionally the same as the countersunk
variety and offers a deeper and therefore stronger recess that is neater in appearance.

Figure A.13.

Raised Countersunk Head.

Cheese Head

The cheese type fastener head is so called because of its likeness to a block of cheese
and provides an inexpensive fastener solution.

Figure A.14.

The Cheese Type Fastener Head.
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Round Head
The round type of fastener head is more decorative than functional as far as its use

111

model car is concerned, but has been included for completeness.

Figure A.15.

The Round Type of Fastener Head.

Pan Head
The pan type of fastener head is so called due to its likeness to the inside of a frying pan
and provides a reasonably low profile fastener.

Figure A.16.

The Pan Type of Fastener Head.
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Flanged/Washer Head
The flanged type of fastener head makes advantage of the combining of a washer and a
pan head into one unit. The resulting fastener head is lower in height and provides a
greater contact area on the part it is screwed into.

Figure A.17.

The Flanged Type of Fastener Head.

Hexagonal Head
Although the hexagonal type of fastener head is generally the most used in the world, its
use on remote controlled model cars is limited due to, amongst other things, the weight
saving advantages of the alternatives shown in this article.

Figure A.18.

The Hexagonal Type of Fastener Head.
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Allen Cap Head

The Allen fastener head shape is used on remote controlled model cars 111 areas where
secure holding of parts is required. The heads are smaller than the rest of the head
shapes in this article and are usually hardened.

Figure A.19.

The Allen Fastener Head Shape.

Allen Button Head

The Allen button head fastener head shape is a low profile alternative to the Allen cap
type of head, but uses a relatively smaller hexagonal recess. Due to the lowered height,
the recess also shallower, which can lead to problems with 'rounding off' of the recess
due to excessive forces being applied.

Figure A.20.

The Allen Button Head Fastener Head Shape.
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